BNAUGHTY PREMIUM UNLEASHED
B Swish’s Bnaughty Premium Unleashed can’t be tamed. Surrender to the Bnaughty bullet
massager and relinquish control to whoever holds its wireless remote. Small but powerful,
this toy is perfect for targeting those sweet spots that drive you wild. Waterproof and made
from nonporous silicone materials, ABS plastics and PU coating, you’ll feel confident using it
wherever the imagination takes you. Whether under the covers or in public, its quiet vibration
won’t give you away…but good luck containing your arousal.
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Use the discreet remote with LCD display to view and all 7 functions controlled via dedicated
blue backlit on/off and function buttons, or independently with built-in controls on the bullet
itself. However you choose to take control, the Bnaughty Premium Unleashed is ready to play.
USE
Simply press and hold the built-in power button on the bullet for 3 seconds, a small vibration
indicates the bullet is on. To use without the remote, press the built-in button again to cycle
through all 7 functions. To use with the wireless remote, simply press the power button
located on the remote, a blue backlight indicates the remote is on. Press the function button
to cycle through all 7 functions. To turn off, press the power button located on the remote and
press and hold the built-in power button on the bullet for 3 seconds.
CHARGE
The Bnaughty Premium Unleashed is conveniently charged via a
USB magnet-pin connection. Simply plug the charger’s USB end
into a USB charging socket, align the charger’s magnet-pin with
the magnet-pin located on the back of the remote and within the
bullet’s cap. The pins will adhere magnetically and your personal
massager will begin to charge.

Wireless remote with LCD display puts you in control
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USB Rechargeable
bullet and remote

Silky silicone bullet with rumbly vibrations
can be operated with or without the remote

CARE
The life of your massager will be greatly increased with proper maintenance and care. Be sure to wash before first use and after each
use. Clean using a non-alcohol based antibacterial soap and water, or a dedicated personal massager cleaner. Ensure your massager is
completely dry and remove any potential batteries before storing.
It’s important to use the correct lubricant in order to avoid damaging the coating of your massager. The Bnaughty Premium Unleashed
contains silicone and must be used with a water-based lubricant.

SPECS
Material: Silicone
Battery: USB Rechargeable
Functions: 7
Waterproof: Yes
Massager length: 2.8” (7 cm)
Massager diameter: 1.4” (3.5 cm)
CONTENTS
1 x Bullet massager
1 x Wireless remote
1 x USB charging cable
1 x Storage pouch
1 x Instruction manual
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Luxurious gift-ready packaging
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